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China’s Interests and Influence in South Asia 

Dr. Anand Kumar Rai, Associate Fellow 

Introduction 

 South Asia and the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) has been in the Indian sphere 

of influence after the British left this region in 1947. India, because of its central 

geographical location and close political, economic and cultural ties with its 

neighbours, enjoys significant influence over the region. But over the last two 

decades a quiet geopolitical shift has been taking place because of increased 

Chinese activities in the region threatening India’s position and sometimes even its 

security. China’s economic rise and its greater engagement with South Asian 

countries in the infrastructure and security arena has made the South Asian nations, 

especially the smaller neighbours of India,recalibrate their relationship with India. 

China, unlike other major external powers, has the advantage of being in close 

geographical proximity to South Asia. It also has capacity and willingness to offer 

large-scale infrastructural financing. In its relationship with the South Asian 

nations,the military dimension is becoming increasingly important. This has led to 

an increased visibility of the country in South Asia. China’s economic and political 

profile has rapidly expanded in South Asia. Its influence has significantly 

increased across the region through investment, trade, military ties, diplomatic and 

cultural initiatives. 

China’s Interests in South Asia 

 China has some general as well as some country specific interests in the 

region. In this section the general interests of China would be discussed while the 

country-specific interests will be discussed separately.  

 China is critically dependent on the shipping routes that connect the Indian 

Ocean to the Pacific through the Strait of Malacca. China uses this corridor for 80 

percent of its oil imports. Nearly 40 percent of the world’s offshore petroleum is 
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produced in the Indian Ocean region. China has been building ports that provide 

protection to this route.  

 After President Xi Jinping came to power he has given major attention 

toChina's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The BRI is Likely to dominate the 

architecture of Chinese foreign policy for the foreseeable future being an 

instrument to take Chinese commercial and diplomatic interests forward globally. 

While speaking in the Pakistani parliament in April 2015 President Xi pointed out 

that “South Asia is where the land and maritime Silk Roads meet."1 This clearly 

indicated that South Asia is the focal point of China's Belt and Road Initiative 

(BRI). The BRI also has a sea route part known as the Maritime Silk Road. China 

plans to get access to the Indian Ocean through South Asia, for its south-western 

provinces.  

 China has been looking for opportunities to bring development to its western 

hinterland. In this quest it finds South Asian port cities  which could act as 

gateways to gulf countries, Africa and Europe, very useful. China wants to link 

these maritime hubs to its mainland. With this objective it has been financing 

various infrastructure projects in countries like Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Myanmar. 

These infrastructural projects link mainland China not only to South Asia but also 

to the West.  

Tools of China’s Influence in South Asia 

 China’s growing economic power is its main instrument of influence and the 

country is pro-actively using it. The export-oriented growth strategy of China in 

the last two decades, has made it a leading supplier of goods to South Asia. But 

now, China is using other tools as well to increase its influence. Besides 

                                                             
1Xi's statements on the Belt and Road Initiative, China Daily, 15 April 2017 available at 
https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201704/15/WS59bb7a1ca310d4d9ab7e8849_6.html 
 

https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201704/15/WS59bb7a1ca310d4d9ab7e8849_6.html
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investment and trade, China has also taken diplomatic and cultural initiatives. It 

has also taken steps to boost military ties.  

Pakistan 

 In South Asia, China has the greatest influence on Pakistan. From a small 

uncertain beginning in 1950s, the China–-Pakistan relationship has gone from 

strength to strength. It has reached a stage where both sides claim that the 

relationship is “deeper than the oceans, higher than the mountains and sweeter than 

honey.”2Maintaining close relations with China is the core of Pakistan's foreign 

policy. 

Background of Relationship 

 Pakistani Prime Minister Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy and Chinese Premier 

Zhou Enlai signed a Treaty of Friendship in 1956fostering a close relationship 

between the two countries. The 1962 war enhanced this Chinese interest in 

Pakistan. Accordingly, China offered diplomatic support to Pakistan during its war 

with India in 1965. In early 1970s this relationship became even closer as Pakistan 

served as a conduit to improve ties between the US and China.  

 Subsequent to the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989,Pakistan and Cuba 

were the only two countries to offer crucial official support to PRC.India’s 

decision to abrogate Article 370 of its own constitution in August 2019 relating to 

the special status of Jammu and Kashmir has not found favour in either Beijing or 

Islamabad.One reason is the territorial aspirations they entertain for different areas 

of the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. Beijing dislikes the inclusion of the 

Aksai Chin region in the newly created Union Territory of Ladakh. Presently, 

Beijing occupies Aksai Chin. India however made it clear that the constitutional 

amendment in no way alters India’s external boundaries or its territorial claims. At 

                                                             
2Pakistani President Arif Alvi said this during an interview with Xinhua in Islamabad. “Interview: Pakistan-China 
relations exemplary in world, says Pakistani president”, Xinhua, 21 May 2021 available at 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/21/c_139961535.htm 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-05/21/c_139961535.htm
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the same time, China didn’t criticize administrative changes introduced by Pakistan 

the Gilgit-Baltistan region of the Pakistan Occupied Kashmir. India has rejected 

Chinese criticism as in its view China has no locus standi over the issue and this is 

purely an internal issue of India.3 

Nuclear cooperation  

 Nuclear cooperation between China and Pakistan is one of the key pillars of 

their bilateral relationship. Pakistan has been keen to build a nuclear device ever 

since the early 1950s when its scientists were trained in civilian nuclear technology 

by the United States. Once India tested its nuclear device in 1974, Pakistan became 

desperate to achieve nuclear parity. In this endeavour it took the help of China 

while the US looked the other way as reciprocation for Pakistan helping it to 

transfer weapons into Afghanistan after the invasion of that country by the Soviet 

Union. China played an important role in helping Pakistan develop its nuclear 

energy technology And when Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program took on 

intensity in the 1990s, it managed to build between 7 and 12 nuclear warheads. 

These warheads were based on Chinese design and Chinese technology, and even 

the assistance of Chinese scientists.4China and Pakistan had already signed an 

agreement to transfer civil nuclear technology in September 1986.  

India once again tested a nuclear device in 1998 and this was quickly followed by 

nuclear tests in Pakistan. It is believed that Pakistan was again assisted in this 

exercise by Beijing.Chinese–Pakistani collaboration over nuclear issues was once 

again seen when both these countries tried to block exempt India at the Nuclear 

                                                             
3 Suhasini Haidar, Ananth Krishnan, “India’s move on Article 370 is ‘illegal and invalid’, says China,” The Hindu, 6 
August 2020 available at https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indias-article-370-abrogation-illegal-says-
china/article32275663.ece 
4 Tim Weiner, “NUCLEAR ANXIETY: THE KNOW-HOW; U.S. and China Helped Pakistan Build Its Bomb,” New York 
Times, 1 June 1998 available at https://www.nytimes.com/1998/06/01/world/nuclear-anxiety-the-know-how-us-
and-china-helped-pakistan-build-its-bomb.html 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indias-article-370-abrogation-illegal-says-china/article32275663.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/indias-article-370-abrogation-illegal-says-china/article32275663.ece
https://www.nytimes.com/1998/06/01/world/nuclear-anxiety-the-know-how-us-and-china-helped-pakistan-build-its-bomb.html
https://www.nytimes.com/1998/06/01/world/nuclear-anxiety-the-know-how-us-and-china-helped-pakistan-build-its-bomb.html
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Suppliers Group.5 India has applied for the membership of NSG in May 2016 but 

China has tried to block the Indian entry by saying that only those countries should 

be allowed to enter the organization that have signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

(NPT). 

Economic Dependence 

 In recent times, the economy of Pakistan has not been doing well. This has 

led to the greater economic dependence of Pakistan on Beijing. Beijing claims that 

it has started the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) to boost Pakistani 

economy.  Many in Pakistan also think that CPEC would be a game changer as it 

would create new jobs and bring economic prosperity for the Pakistani people. The 

CPEC is the first stage of the Chinese One Belt One Road (OBOR) plan, 

subsequently labelled as the Belt Road Initiative (BRI). In China, many 

policymakers believe that the country is presently facing a problem of a ‘middle 

income trap’ and that the BRI could be a way to get out of it. The Chinese 

President Xi Jinping also favours the BRI and is of the view that through the BRI, 

China can achieve its next stage of development. 

 In reality, this project offers huge strategic gains for China. The successful 

implementation of the CPEC would turn China into a major maritime power. They 

already have access to the Pacific and CPEC would give them access to the Indian 

Ocean. The Chinese also face a “Malacca Dilemma”. By providing an alternate 

overland route, successful implementation of the CPEC is likely to reduce their 

dependence on the Malacca straits. However, the disputed status of the Gilgit–

                                                             
5 “China rules out India's entry into NSG without 'consensus' on allowing non-NPT countries,” The Economic 
Times, 21 June, 2019 available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-rules-out-indias-
entry-into-nsg-without-consensus-on-allowing-non-npt-countries/printarticle/69893448.cms 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-rules-out-indias-entry-into-nsg-without-consensus-on-allowing-non-npt-countries/printarticle/69893448.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-rules-out-indias-entry-into-nsg-without-consensus-on-allowing-non-npt-countries/printarticle/69893448.cms
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Baltistan area poses another problem for them. To overcome this Chinese have 

encouraged Pakistan to change its constitutional status of that region.6 

 The departure of the US from Afghanistan and South Asia, has made Beijing 

the best bet for Pakistan’s failing economy. However Beijing, despite being chair 

of the FATF for one year, could not do much for its all-weather friend Pakistan, 

which lingers on in the Grey List. Beijing, which has in the past backed Pakistan in 

the FATF, actually had to send a stern message to Pakistan to fulfill its 

commitments against terrorist financing. 7 Removal of Pakistan from the FATF 

‘Grey List’ would have made it easier for that country to get financial aid from the 

IMF, World Bank, ADB, and the European Union. This could have helped it 

improve its precarious financial situation. This has also shown up the limitation of 

their cooperation. 

Defence Ties  

 China has been a continuous source of military equipment to the Pakistan 

army since 1962. It has helped them in establishing ammunition factories and 

provided technological assistance. It has also helped in modernising existing 

facilities. 

 China and Pakistan are involved in several projects to enhance their military 

and its weapon systems. The Pakistan Army has recently inducted Chinese-made 

VT-4 battle tanks. 8 These tanks have been produced by Chinese state-owned 

armoured vehicle manufacturer, Norinco. Pakistani strike formations have 

                                                             
6 Anand Kumar, Pak’s Dependence on CPEC, Deccan Herald, 11 April 2017 available at 
https://www.deccanherald.com/content/605722/paks-dependence-cpec.html 
7In major shift, China sends stern message to Pakistan on FATF, WION, 20 February 2020 available at 
https://www.wionews.com/south-asia/in-major-shift-china-sends-stern-message-to-pakistan-on-fatf-281730 
8Pakistan Army inducts China-made VT-4 battle tanks, The Economic Times, 1 July 2021 available at 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/pakistan-army-inducts-china-made-vt-4-battle-
tanks/articleshow/84017081.cms?from=mdr,  also see, Naveed Siddiqui, Pakistan Army inducts first batch of VT-4 
battle tanks, Dawn, 1 July 2021, available at https://www.dawn.com/news/1632542 

https://www.deccanherald.com/content/605722/paks-dependence-cpec.html
https://www.wionews.com/south-asia/in-major-shift-china-sends-stern-message-to-pakistan-on-fatf-281730
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/pakistan-army-inducts-china-made-vt-4-battle-tanks/articleshow/84017081.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/pakistan-army-inducts-china-made-vt-4-battle-tanks/articleshow/84017081.cms?from=mdr
https://www.dawn.com/news/1632542
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employed them in an offensive role after their induction. Pakistan has also 

procured Chinese-made combat drones or unmanned combat aerial vehicles. 

 To increase defence related cooperation between the Pakistani military and 

the People’s Liberation Army, both countries have signed a defence pact in 2020. 

This defence pact is in response to an earlier information-sharing pact between 

India and the U.S. Pakistanis were apprehensive that the India-US pact would give 

India an advantage in the event of a future conflict over Kashmir.9 

 However, unlike the U.S.-India defence arrangement, the details of the 

China-Pakistan pact have not been disclosed. It is believed that under this pact, the 

Chinese would share intelligence with Pakistan regarding the movement of Indian 

forces on the border.10After the signing of the pact, it was announced that the both 

sides would go for a large joint exercise called Shaheen IX. The earlier exercise 

called Shaheen VIII had lasted for a fortnight. It involved around 50 warplanes, 

including fighter jets and early warning aircraft. They also participated in battle 

simulations. The increasing numbers of China-Pakistan military exercises is an 

indication of their deepening military partnership. The primary aim of this strong 

defence relationship is to counter Indian and American influence. In the past, it 

was also used to check Soviet influence in the area.  

What Drives China-Pakistan Bilateral Relationship 

 China is deeply invested in Pakistan. This is interesting because Pakistan 

often gives the appearance of a failing state on the brink of collapse.  

Structural explanation 

 The strong China and Pakistan relationship is often explained on the basis of 

their mutual rivalry with India.After the 1962 war China has developed a major 

                                                             
9 Adnan Aamir, “Pakistan alarmed by US-India information sharing pact, Nikkei Asia”, 2 November 2020, available 
at https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Pakistan-alarmed-by-US-India-information-sharing-pact 
10 Adnan Aamir, “China and Pakistan ink military MOU to counter US-India pact”, Nikkei Asia,  
8 December, 2020, available at https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/China-and-Pakistan-ink-
military-MOU-to-counter-US-India-pact 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Pakistan-alarmed-by-US-India-information-sharing-pact
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/China-and-Pakistan-ink-military-MOU-to-counter-US-India-pact
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/China-and-Pakistan-ink-military-MOU-to-counter-US-India-pact
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stake in the Pakistani state.  Only a powerful, confident and independent Pakistan 

can create a two-front scenario on India’s border.  

Cold War politics  

 The dynamics of the Cold War politics helped cement the China-Pakistan 

bilateral relationship. Pakistan was one of the first non-socialist states to 

diplomatically recognise the PRC. Pakistan despite being part of the Western 

alliance was seen as a weak link and a potential source of contradiction. 

Subsequently, China’s fear of encirclement by the Soviet Union in 1960s and 

1970s dictated its close ties with Pakistan. Also, Pakistan acted as the middle man 

in the 1972 US-China rapprochement.  

China’s Self-Defined Border and Territorial Integrity 

 China considers Taiwan as its part. But as it has failed to absorb it 

territorially so far, it considers itself as a divided country. Moreover, it has 

problems in Tibet and Xinjiang regions. Good relations with Pakistan; denies 

support to the separatists here. It also checks the spread of radical Islamist ideology 

in Xinjiang. The settlement of border disputes between China and Pakistan in 1964 

now ensures that they have no conflict of interest about territory.  

China’s Also Has Challenging Neighbourhood  

 China shares land or maritime border with large number of countries. It has 

potentially powerful rivals like Japan, India and Russia. Their security interests 

could diverge from China’s. Its other neighbours like North Korea and the Central 

Asian republics are weak and unstable with risks of regime breakdown or civil 

disorder. In this situation, support of Pakistan helps China balance India which is 

its main competitor in the region.  

Other Benefits to China from Pakistan 

 Pakistan has been useful to China as a diplomatic conduit. It has helped 

China improve its relationship with the US and get membership of organizations 
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like the World Bank. It has also helped China deepen its relationship with the 

Middle Eastern countries. China also thinks that the successful implementation of 

CPEC and the Pakistani port of Gwader will help it to overcome its Malacca 

dilemma. This brings Pakistan to the core of Chinese geopolitical and geo-

economic strategy. It will also help in enhancing energy security of China.  

 China has indirectly benefited from the US presence in Afghanistan. The US 

has borne the cost of war on terror and provided aid to Pakistan. It has supported 

its different democratic and military regimes. This has helped to keep Pakistan 

stable and enhanced Chinese security on its western border.  

 China has been unable to build a military alliance against the US. However, 

after signing a defence pact with China, Pakistan appears keen to play a role in 

countering QUAD. Pakistani cooperation could also be useful in handling the 

situation in Afghanistan.  

China Remains Central to Pakistani Foreign Policy 

 In Pakistan, some projects under the CPEC andthe BRI are facing local 

opposition. Despite that China has a sanctified status amongst the political elites 

and military leaders. However, Pakistan’s economic weakness and political 

instability is skewing their bilateral relationship urther and there is greater 

asymmetry of state power. Pakistan’s international stature has also declined 

because of its sponsorship of terrorism. This has reduced the ability of Pakistan to 

act as a diplomatic conduit and finally it could become just a satellite state for 

China. 

Bangladesh 

 Although China played a negative role during the liberation war of 

Bangladesh, it still managed to become a major partner of Bangladesh later.In 

Bangladesh there is bipartisan support for China. The main political parties of 

Bangladesh, the Awami League and the Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP), are 
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both friendly towards China. Bangladesh is important for China in the BRI 

approach, because of the Bangladesh, China, India and Myanmar Economic 

Corridor (BCIM).  

 Bangladesh occupies a strategic position along the 21st Century Maritime 

Silk Road. Its Chittagong port is a major maritime hub on the Indian Ocean. China 

and Bangladesh also have a strong trade and economic relationship. In 2015, China 

became the largest trading partner of Bangladesh overtaking India after 40 years. 

Now the annual value of bilateral trade is over $12.13 billion. In fiscal year 2019-

20, Bangladesh imported goods worth over $11.53 billion from China.11 In South 

Asia, Bangladesh is the third largest trading partner of China and also the third 

largest project contracting market for China. 

 The economic relationship between China and Bangladesh, is heavily in 

favour of China. But Bangladesh has seldom voiced its concern about it. In 

Bangladesh, China is seen as a trusted defence and development partner. 

Bangladesh procures a major part of its military hardware from China. This keeps 

the development projects of Bangladesh going and while the army remains an 

important player in the polity happy. China has become a major defence partner of 

Bangladesh as after its liberation some opinion in Bangladesh percieved India as a 

potential threat. Bangladesh wanted to use the prevailing state of India-China 

relationship to its advantage.12China has also benefitted from the booming garment 

industry of Bangladesh which sources a major part of its raw material from China.  

Chinese President Xi Jinping had visited Bangladesh in October 2016. During this 

visit the bilateral relationship was elevated from “comprehensive partnership of 

cooperation” to the level of “strategic partnership of cooperation.” Bangladesh, one 

                                                             
11 “Bangladesh fails to capitalize duty-free, quota-free benefits”, Dhaka Tribune, 11 May 2022 available at 
https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2022/05/11/bangladesh-fails-to-capitalize-duty-free-quota-free-benefits 
12 Anand Kumar, “Bangladesh and its Security Relationship with External Powers”, KW Publishers Pvt. Ltd. New 
Delhi 2021, p. 53 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2022/05/11/bangladesh-fails-to-capitalize-duty-free-quota-free-benefits
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of the closest allies of India in the South Asia region, witnessed an economic 

offensive from the Chinese. This presented change in the complexion of China’s 

own relationship with Bangladesh. Bangladesh, already growing at a fast pace 

wanted to use this opportunity to expedite its growth rate further.   

 The foreign exchange reserve of Bangladesh has substantially grown 

because of the growth in its garment sector and also because of the remittances 

sent by its 10 million expatriates who work in foreign countries. However, the 

continuous fast pace of growth has also made the country realize the existence of 

infrastructural bottlenecks. Among problem areas, shortage of electricity is the 

foremost. The country not only has to generate more power but it also needs to 

modernize its existing power plants. This is where China fits in with Bangladeshi 

requirements. 

One of the objectives of Xi Jinping’s visit To Bangladesh in 2016, was to promote 

BRI. 13  In this initiative, he was quite successful. BRI was referred to in 

appreciative terms by the Bangladeshi Prime Minister who stated that her country 

was now working to connect its growth centres with other parts of South Asia. She 

also wanted to create a single economic corridor between South Asia and 

Southeast Asia. She wanted to connect this region through Bangladeshi ports to the 

rest of the world. Bangladesh considers BCIM which is part of BRI as having the 

potential to change the economy of less developed regions.  

 Bangladesh now also reflects a changed attitude. The fast rate of economic 

growth seems to have made the country more ambitious and confident. Previously, 

Bangladesh exercised greater care in utilizing foreign loans. But now it appeared to 

be giving up its inhibition. It was stated by its finance minister A M A Muhith that 

the country was looking for loans at even higher interest rates. In his view, 

                                                             
13Anand Kumar, “Relationship of convenience,” Deccan Herald, 25 November 2016 available at 
https://www.deccanherald.com/content/582923/relationship-convenience.html 

https://www.deccanherald.com/content/582923/relationship-convenience.html
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repayment of these loans was not a problem if the country continued to grow at a 

fast pace.  

 This exactly suited the Chinese who offered Bangladesh a $24 billion credit 

line. This was the highest credit line Bangladesh had ever received from any 

country. The private sector of both countries also signed trade andinvestment deals 

worth $13.6 billion. These loans were offered by China at the rate of 2-

3%.Bangladesh hoped that these Chinese loans would help it come out of the low-

level equilibrium trap and that the country could become a middle income country 

in next few years. The Chinese on the other hand thought that the increased 

infrastructural cooperation would help them break the deadlock on BCIM.  

 China and Bangladesh also have important defence and military ties. They 

hold regular military exchanges. Besides, China is also the largest supplier of 

military hardware to Bangladesh. 

 Bangladesh supported China’s request for observer status in the SAARC. 

China achieved this status in 2006.This development also indicated that 

Bangladesh was not averse to formalising the role of China in South Asia.  

There has been a general perception in Bangladesh that China is not interested in 

interfering in their internal politics. But this impression seems to be changing now. 

The Chinese ambassador in Dhaka Li Jiming recently warned Bangladesh against 

joining the US-led Quad alliance, saying that Dhaka's participation in the anti-

Beijing "club" would result in "substantial damage" to bilateral relations. 14He 

stated that the Quad was a "narrow-purposed" geopolitical clique, and Bangladesh 

                                                             
14China warns of 'substantial damage' to ties if Bangladesh joins US-led Quad alliance; Dhaka calls it 'aggressive', 
The Economic Times,  11 May 2021 available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-
threatens-bangladesh-says-ties-will-be-hit-if-it-joins-quad/articleshow/82544639.cms?from=mdr 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-threatens-bangladesh-says-ties-will-be-hit-if-it-joins-quad/articleshow/82544639.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/china-threatens-bangladesh-says-ties-will-be-hit-if-it-joins-quad/articleshow/82544639.cms?from=mdr
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should not join it, since it would not derive any benefit from it. This interference of 

China’s was strongly resented by Bangladesh.15 

Sri Lanka 

 Sri Lanka,earlier known as Ceylon, was one of the first countries to 

recognize the People's Republic of China (PRC). Both countries established their 

formal diplomatic relations in 1957. However, by this time both the countries had 

already started interacting on the international arena. They signed the Ceylon-

China Rubber-Rice Pact in 1952 which proved to be the cornerstone of their 

relationship in the early years of diplomatic relations. Once the formal diplomatic 

relations were established both countries had a number of high level visits leading 

to a number of agreements.  

 There has been a rapid increase in the Chinese influence in Sri Lanka since 

2005 when Mahinda Rajapaksa came to power.Mahinda Rajapaksa was strongly 

pro-China. It was also alleged that he had received campaign funds from China. 

The Mahinda Rajapaksa government (2005 -2015) was supported by Chinese 

military hardware during the Civil War. He was also protected by the Chinese from 

war crimes allegations in the international human rights forum.  

 The China–Sri Lanka bilateral relationship was upgraded to the level of a 

strategic cooperative partnership in 2013. China became Sri Lanka’s biggest 

trading partner in 2016, overtaking India. China invested in Sri Lanka through 

massive infrastructural and development financing during the period of Mahinda 

Rajapaksa.Under Beijing’s flagship Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) a number of 

dazzling infrastructure projects were implemented. Some of the prominent Chinese 

financed infrastructural projects in Sri Lanka are the Hambantota Port, the Mattala 

International Airport, the Narocholai Coal Power Plant, the Colombo-Katunayake 

                                                             
15Bangladesh surprised over Chinese envoy's comments on Quad, The Economic Times, 11 May 2021 available at 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/bangladesh-surprised-over-chinese-envoys-comments-on-
quad/printarticle/82541099.cms 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/bangladesh-surprised-over-chinese-envoys-comments-on-quad/printarticle/82541099.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/bangladesh-surprised-over-chinese-envoys-comments-on-quad/printarticle/82541099.cms
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Expressway, the Moragahakanda Multipurpose Development Project (dealing with 

irrigation, drinking water, and electricity), the MataraKataragama Railway Line, 

and the Colombo International Financial City.  

 These projects, turned Sri Lanka into a strategic outpost for Beijing. It also 

somewhat eased their Malacca dilemma. China’s trade heading to Africa, West 

Asia and even Europe passes through the Malacca strait. The growing Chinese 

presence in Sri Lanka gave them some comfort.  

 Sri Lanka at present is going through a massive economic crisis which has 

also turned into a political crisis. Many Sri Lankans now believe that a number of 

vanity projects implemented by the Chinese have only increased their debt burden. 

Most of these projects are not economically viable. For instance, 1.4 billion USD 

was spent on the construction of the Hambantota port. But instead of generating 

any profit this port has lost $300 million in last six years. Chinese have also 

financed an airport in the vicinity at a cost of a $200 million. But this airport has 

been known to occasionally not even being able to pay its own electricity bills. 

Similarly, a conference centrebuilt in the same city with a cost of over $15 

millionhas barely barely used. These failed Chinese projects have raised 

international concern. It is feared that if Sri Lanka, a South Asian country which 

once had reasonably well socio-economic indicators, cannot not repay debt, then 

some of the more backward economies of Asia and Africaare also likely to face 

difficulty.  

 To make matters worse, Chinese have not responded to Sri Lankan requests 

to reschedule loans. Chinese think that if they reschedule debts for Sri Lanka then 

it would set a bad precedent for other countries which have taken loans from them 

under the BRI. This has forced Sri Lanka to go to the IMF for help. China at this 

point is also distracted by the crisis in Ukraine and its own domestic economic 

slide due to the Corona pandemic. But this oversight is likely to have long-term 
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implications for China’s strategic influence in the Indian Ocean and the future of 

its Belt and Road Initiative. India has tried to fill this void by offering Sri Lanka 

more than $3 billion help.  

 In recent times, defence and military ties between the two countries have 

also grown. Under President Rajapaksa, China was providingboth defence oriented 

technology and military training.16In 2006, Sri Lanka informally asked for military 

help to conduct a major offensive against the LTTE. In response, New Delhi gifted 

Rajapaksa five Mi-17 helicopters in 2006. It also helped Sri Lanka to monitor the 

activities of LTTE but could not offer more robust military help keeping in view its 

own Tamil population.  

 This opened the door for China in the defence arena. Rajapaksa was offered 

a $37 million deal for Chinese ammunition and ordinance in 2007. Next year 

China gave Colombo six F7 jet fighters, and provided anti-aircraft guns and JY-11 

radar. These Chinese weapons were then used to eradicate the LTTE. In a parade 

celebrating Sri Lanka’s victory most of the weapons displayed were Chinese 

made.17 

 Despite the displeasure shown by the Indian government Chinese nuclear 

submarines made visits to Sri Lanka in September and November 2014.18 China 

once again offered military aid to Sri Lanka to purchase Chinese made equipment 

                                                             
16 “China to train Sri Lankan army, to provide military technology”, The Indian Express, 31 May 2013, available at 
http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/china-to-train-sri-lankan-army-to-provide-military-technology/1123290/ 
 
17Hannah Gardner, China's aid revealed in Sri Lanka's victory parade, The National, 9 June 2009, available at 
https://www.thenationalnews.com/world/asia/china-s-aid-revealed-in-sri-lanka-s-victory-parade-1.556125 
18Sri Lanka snubs India, opens port to Chinese submarine again, The Times of India, 2 November 2014, available at 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Sri-Lanka-snubs-India-opens-port-to-Chinese-submarine-
again/articleshow/45008757.cms, also see, Beijing’s nuclear subs coming again, India concerned, The Sunday 
Times, 19 October 2014, available at https://www.sundaytimes.lk/141019/news/beijings-nuclear-subs-coming-
again-india-concerned-123254.html 
 

http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/china-to-train-sri-lankan-army-to-provide-military-technology/1123290/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/world/asia/china-s-aid-revealed-in-sri-lanka-s-victory-parade-1.556125
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Sri-Lanka-snubs-India-opens-port-to-Chinese-submarine-again/articleshow/45008757.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Sri-Lanka-snubs-India-opens-port-to-Chinese-submarine-again/articleshow/45008757.cms
https://www.sundaytimes.lk/141019/news/beijings-nuclear-subs-coming-again-india-concerned-123254.html
https://www.sundaytimes.lk/141019/news/beijings-nuclear-subs-coming-again-india-concerned-123254.html
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in 2016. It also helped the Sri Lankan air force to set up an Aircraft Overhaul Wing 

(AOW).19 

 The traffic in the number of Chinese students, migrant workers and business 

persons has gone up because of increased activity by China in Sri Lanka. The 

Chinese companies engaged in project implementation have brought workers from 

China. Sri Lanka has also become a popular destination for Chinese tourists. 

However, in the last couple of years India has become the largest in terms of 

tourists visiting that country.20 

Nepal 

 Nepal, a landlocked country has been largely aligned to India for most part 

of its history for its trade, particularly oil imports.Nepal became particularly 

concerned about its security after the 1950 military occupation of Tibet by the 

People's Liberation Army. This further increased the close economic and military 

ties between India and Nepal. The diplomatic relationship between Nepal and 

China was restored in 1955 and both sides exchanged resident ambassadors by 

1960. But in recent times,Chinese influence has been growing in Nepal.The two 

countries signed the Sino-Nepalese Treaty of Peace and Friendship on April 28, 

1960 defining their bilateral relationship. Though Nepal was initially 

unenthusiastic about establishing close trade and economic relationships with 

China things improved after both countries resolved their border disputes and 

signed the Sino-Nepal boundary agreement on March 21, 1960. This made Nepal 

the first country neighbouring China to agree to, and ratify a border treaty with 

China. Subsequently, from 1975, Nepal has followed a policy of balancing the 

                                                             
19 Hasitha Wijewardena, SLAF AOW repairs aircraft in SL,Ministry  of Defence, Sri Lanka, 28 January 2021, available 
at https://www.defence.lk/index.php/Article/view_article/2956 
20 Meera Srinivasan, Chinese tourist in Sri Lanka tests positive for Coronavirus, The Hindu, 28 January 2020 at 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinese-tourist-in-sri-lanka-tests-positive-for-
coronavirus/article30670031.ece 
 

https://www.defence.lk/index.php/Article/view_article/2956
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinese-tourist-in-sri-lanka-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/article30670031.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinese-tourist-in-sri-lanka-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/article30670031.ece
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competing influence of China and India. Nepal has also been supporting Chinese 

efforts to gain entry into SAARC.  

China’s Primary Interest in Nepal 

 For China, the presence of a large Tibetan refugee community is a matter of 

concern. Tibet is a restive province of China. Besides, China also wants to make 

inroads into Nepali markets. The export oriented Chinese economy is always 

looking for new markets. In this quest Nepal offers a market which is 

geographically quite close to it.Finally, China also wants to bring Nepal into its 

sphere of influence.  

 In 2015, difficulties arose in the India–Nepal relationship due to changes 

made to Nepal’s constitution. The new constitution defined the majority Hindu 

nation as a secular republic divided into seven federal provinces. Though India 

supported the constitutional process it was of the view that the document adopted 

was not broad-based and feared that it could lead to violence which could spill 

over into its own territory.21 

 This development opened the door to greater Chinese activity in Nepal. In 

March 2016 during the Nepalese Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli’s visit to China, 

both sides signed the transit and transportation treaty which was expected to end 

the Himalayan nation's total dependency on an Indian sea port for third-country 

trade links.22Subsequently, Nepal and China finalizeda Nepal-China Transit and 

Transportation Agreement in September 2018. The Transit and Transport 

Agreement (TTA) allows Nepal to access China’s sea and land ports for the 

                                                             
21 Sanjoy Majumder, Why India is concerned about Nepal's constitution, BBC News , 22 September 2015, available 
at https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34313280 
22Nepal, China sign first-ever transit treaty; agree to have rail link to end dependency on India, Firstpost, 21 
March 2016, available at https://www.firstpost.com/world/nepal-china-sign-first-ever-transit-treaty-to-end-
dependency-on-indian-sea-port-2687860.html 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-34313280
https://www.firstpost.com/world/nepal-china-sign-first-ever-transit-treaty-to-end-dependency-on-indian-sea-port-2687860.html
https://www.firstpost.com/world/nepal-china-sign-first-ever-transit-treaty-to-end-dependency-on-indian-sea-port-2687860.html
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purpose of trading with a third country. However, experts believe that much has 

take place before Nepal’s foreign trade takes place via China.23 

 The fissure in India-Nepal relations has created more opportunities for 

Chinese investments. Since 2008, China has invested mainly in hydropower plants, 

cement factories, airports, railways, and telecommunications.  

 China is among Nepal’s top five bilateral development assistance donors. 

Some of the prominent projects implemented by China in Nepal are the Pokhara 

International Regional Airport, the Kathmandu Ring Road Improvement project 

and the Upper Trishuli Hydropower project. China has also undertaken a feasibility 

study for a China-Nepal cross border railway. It seems that Nepal is reluctant to go 

for this because of the huge costs involved.24 Similarly, China and Nepal have 

planned to conduct a feasibility study to construct a high-voltage power 

transmission line across the Himalayas to facilitate the exchange of electric power. 

Nepal faces power shortages during the dry season and hopes to alleviate its 

problem through the planned grid by importing power from China.25 

 The number of Chinese tourists in Nepal has rapidly increased, after Nepal 

announced free visas for Chinese nationals in 2011. From January to October 

2019, there were 134,281 Chinese tourists in Nepal. China accounts for 14 percent 

of total tourist arrivals in Nepal. 26  This number is only second to Indians’. 

However, after January 2020, the Corona pandemic has caused disruption and the 

number of Chinese tourists has gone down.   
                                                             
23Nepal and China conclude protocol of TTA, The Himalayan Times, 8 September 2018, available at 
https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/nepal-and-china-conclude-protocol-of-tta 
24China pushing trans-Himalayan rail project in Nepal with strategic aims, The Economic Times, 2 April 2022 
available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/china-pushing-trans-
himalayan-rail-project-in-nepal-with-strategic-aims/articleshow/90606048.cms 
25 Gopal Sharma,  China and Nepal study feasibility of cross-border power grid, Reuters, March 26, 2022 at 
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/china-nepal-study-feasibility-cross-border-power-grid-2022-03-26/ 
 
 
26Josie Wang, Chinese tourist influx to Nepal in 2020, Nepali Times, 31 December 2019, available 
athttps://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/chinese-tourist-influx-to-nepal-in-2020/ 

https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/nepal-and-china-conclude-protocol-of-tta
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/china-pushing-trans-himalayan-rail-project-in-nepal-with-strategic-aims/articleshow/90606048.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/china-pushing-trans-himalayan-rail-project-in-nepal-with-strategic-aims/articleshow/90606048.cms
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/china-nepal-study-feasibility-cross-border-power-grid-2022-03-26/
https://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/chinese-tourist-influx-to-nepal-in-2020/
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Beijing has used its increased leverage with Kathmandu to push it to tighten the 

border with Tibet. This has led to a significant decline in the number of Tibetans 

fleeing to Nepal in recent years. 

Maldives 

 Maldives, a small archipelago nation is strategically important because of its 

central location in the Indian Ocean. From the northern and southern parts of the 

Maldives, Middle-eastern Oil transits to Asia. Thus the location of the Maldives on 

this important sea line of communication (SLOC) allows it to play an important 

role in the energy security situation of many countries.  

 China and the Maldives established their diplomatic relationship in 1972. 

Maldives opened its embassy in Beijing in 2009. The Chinese embassy in Male 

was opened in November 2011.  

 The US maintains a military presence in Diego Garciawhich is close to the 

Maldives. They have built substantial military facilities there which is used to 

project US power in the region. This US military base acts as a check on the 

Chinese desire to have greaterinfluence in the Indian Ocean, which they believe is 

key to its imports of oil and other goods. 

The Maldives has been traditionally close to India. However, in 2008 a multi-party 

democracy was introduced in the nation. This brought Mohamed Nasheed to 

power. Nasheed paid a state visit to China on the invitation of Chinese President 

Hu Jintao in May 2010.27During his presidency China started actively involving 

itself in the Maldives.Accordingly China-Maldives bilateral trade went up as 

didthe number of Chinese tourists.28 

                                                             
27President Nasheed of Maldives to Visit China, The Consulate General of the People's Republic of China in 
Kolkata,24 April 2010, available at https://www.mfa.gov.cn/ce/cgkolkata//eng/zgbd/t687829.htm 
28Maldives President Mohamed Nasheed Met with Chinese Commerce Minister Chen Deming, MINISTRY OF 
COMMERCE, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, 23 August 2010, available at 
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/newsrelease/significantnews/201008/20100807097814.shtml 

https://www.mfa.gov.cn/ce/cgkolkata/eng/zgbd/t687829.htm
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/newsrelease/significantnews/201008/20100807097814.shtml
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Nasheed’s successor, Mohamed Waheed, cancelled the contract of Indian company 

GMR to manage Male International Airport. 29Under former President Abdulla 

Yameen, China made significant inroads into the small island nation. During his 

tenure, China provided $830 million to upgrade the Maldives airport. They are also 

building apartment complexes, hospitals, and other infrastructure.30 

 China sends large numbers of tourists to Maldives. But this situation has 

changed in the post-Corona Pandemic period. Now India and Britain are the two 

leading countries sending tourists. 

 In 2017,three Chinese naval ships docked in the Maldives capital of 

Male.The former president of the Maldives Mohamed Nasheed found this as 

unprecedented, but the Maldivian government denied that there was any change in 

its policy towards India.31 

India has however recovered its position to a great extent after the coming to 

power of President Mohamed Solih.  

Bhutan 

 Bhutan is the only country where China has thus far not been able to make 

major inroads. However, it is trying hard to change this situation. China and 

Bhutan have an uneasy relationship, mainly due to the Chinese annexation of Tibet 

in 1951. Bhutan has historical, cultural and religious ties with Tibet. This is 

problematic for China.  

                                                             
29Maldives to take control of GMR airport despite Singapore High Court order: Minister, The Economic Times, 3 
December 2012, available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/maldives-to-take-
control-of-gmr-airport-despite-singapore-high-court-order-minister/articleshow/17463132.cms?from=mdr 
30GMR's loss is China's gain: Maldives gives airport contract to Chinese firm, Firstpost, 16 September 2014, 
available at https://www.firstpost.com/business/gmrs-loss-is-chinas-gain-maldives-gives-airport-contract-to-
chinese-firm-1990665.html 
31 Suhasini Haidar, Ex-president flags presence of Chinese warships in Male, The Hindu, 29 August 2017, available 
at https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ex-president-flags-presence-of-chinese-warships-in-
male/article19582196.ece 
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https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/maldives-to-take-control-of-gmr-airport-despite-singapore-high-court-order-minister/articleshow/17463132.cms?from=mdr
https://www.firstpost.com/business/gmrs-loss-is-chinas-gain-maldives-gives-airport-contract-to-chinese-firm-1990665.html
https://www.firstpost.com/business/gmrs-loss-is-chinas-gain-maldives-gives-airport-contract-to-chinese-firm-1990665.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ex-president-flags-presence-of-chinese-warships-in-male/article19582196.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/ex-president-flags-presence-of-chinese-warships-in-male/article19582196.ece
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 Bhutan and China also have territorial disputes. They have faced border 

crises in 1962 and 2014. In 2014, a major crisis occurred in the bordering areas of 

Doklam where Chinese troops started building a road in territory claimed by both 

China and Bhutan. Recent reports indicate that China has accelerated settlement-

building along its disputed border with Bhutan.32 

 China and Bhutan still don’t have diplomatic relations. Despite that, the 

volume of bilateral trade has increased.Besides hydropower, the Bhutanese 

economy is also dependent on tourism. In recent times there has been manifold 

increase in Chinese tourists.The number of Chinese tourists visiting Bhutan has 

increased from less than 20 a decade ago to 6,421 in 2017.33 

Reasonsbehind China making major inroads in South Asia 

 There are several reasons behind China making major inroads in South Asia; 

these include: 

Weak state institutions  

 In some of these , their state institutions are too weak to conduct proper due 

diligence before approving an investment. Their ability and willingness to enforce 

law is sporadic. Their regulatory bodies are weak. Poor anti-corruption systems 

and inefficient judicial agencies make matters worse.34 

Fragile civil societies  

 In properly functioning political systems, civil society actors provide checks 

on state actions. Robust civil society should be able to call out improper actions by 

Chinese actors. But this has  generally been the case.35 

                                                             
32Devjyot Ghoshal, Anand Katakam and Aditi Bhandari, China steps up construction along disputed Bhutan 
border, Reuters, 12 January 2022, available at https://graphics.reuters.com/CHINA-BHUTAN/BORDER/zjvqknaryvx/ 
33China woos Bhutan, to India's displeasure, France 24, 17 October 2018, available at 

https://www.france24.com/en/20181017-china-woos-bhutan-indias-displeasure 

 
34 Deep Pal, China’s Influence in South Asia, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, October 2021, p. 24 
35 Ibid.,p.31 
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Influencing elite and elite capture 

 Often, elite capture is a feature of the political landscape in some of these 

countries. Elite corruption and crony capitalism provides opportunity to an outside 

power or interest group to buy influence. The research findings of local institutions 

are influenced by the external funding. Wherever, domestic institutions and 

accompanying civil society are relatively robust, Chinese actors have turned to 

political and business elites. They have pursued Chinese interests by using them. 

The close relationship between China and the Rajpaks as gave China considerable 

influence in Sri Lanka.  

Sometimes, the poor quality of local ‘experts’ makes them incapable of assessing 

the domestic implications of Chinese activism. 

Conclusion 

 China has a long-standing relationship with Pakistan but in recent times it 

has also tried to develop close relationships with other South Asian countries. 

These countries were earlier in India’s sphere of influence. China’s sheer size 

means that it will inevitably play a role in the region. China is the world’s largest 

trader and manufacturer. It has a considerable pool of foreign exchange reserves 

and capital that developing countries of South Asia would invariably like to tap.  

The way Chinese activities are taking place in South Asia are also shaping and 

constraining available choices and options for local political and economic elites. 

To promote their interests the Chinese often reward a narrow interest group or 

elite.  

To increase their public relations outreach, China frequently uses economic and 

political carrots. It floods a country with investments and strategic messages 

designed to influence public opinion. This leaves hardly any space for counter-

narratives.  
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The countries of South Asia often lack an independent media. They have weak 

civil societies. Moreover, Chinese activities also have an impact on local civil 

society and academia. In these countries civil society and academia are often so 

weak that they are unable to provide balanced coverage of the agenda of external 

powers. In this situation, Chinese funding often shapes domestic narrative.  

 China claims there is no debt-trap in these south Asian countries. But a 

number of countries are facing financial difficulties especially in the aftermath of 

the Corona pandemic. Sri Lanka is the most prominent example where the 

economic crisis has taken the shape of a political crisis. This has made other South 

Asian countries much more cautious in taking Chinese loans under the BRI 

program. The countriesofSouth Asia are now learning from each other. They are 

changing their way of taking decisions.  

 There is the need to mitigate and respond to activities inimical to political 

independence or well-balanced economic growth and development.China is 

primarily using economic instruments to serve its long term strategic interests. It 

has been successful in expanding its influence in a region that has been 

traditionally considered as India’s strategic backyard. 

 It was only to be expected, that a growing power like China would expand 

its activity in the neighbourhood. But while doing so,it should also take into 

account existing interests in the region. There should be transparency in their 

activities. They should engage in wider, deeper and prior consultation before 

launching projects such as the CPEC. By doing so, they would reduce mistrust. 

 


